State student chief tells ASI to stay

BY DAVE BRACKNEY
Staff Writer

The ASI student senate was urged Wednesday night not to secede from the troubled student organization which costs Poly student's $3,000 in dues and another $3,000 in traveling expenses.

The group—the statewide California State Students Association—is composed of 18 participating student body presidents from campuses of the California State University and Colleges system.

The request from CSSA chairperson Nancy McFadden of San Jose State came as ASI President Willie Huff was elected to withdraw from the CSSA if it does not make certain reforms he is asking for.

McFadden admitted the CSSA has flaws, but said the organization strives to influence the off-campus decisions made in Sacramento that affect California State Universities and Colleges, which includes Cal Poly.

McFadden told the senate as ASI withdraw from the CSSA would result in a "negative impact" on Cal Poly students.

"Decisions are being made every single day that affect you," McFadden said. "The new general education requirement is an example." McFadden, last year's student body president at San Jose State, warned the senate that Cal Poly would be unable to influence decisions made the the CSUC Chancellor's Office or by the state Legislature.

"It's not going to do you (the senate) a whole bit of a lot of good to work at the San Luis Obispo level, but not at the state level," said McFadden, who further warned the senate it would only be able to react to state-level decisions already made.

Huff said he was in total agreement with McFadden on the need for a group like the CSSA to represent the state universities and colleges. However, Huff said he will ask the senate to withdraw Cal Poly from the CSSA unless three basic changes are made.

First, Huff said he will ask the CSSA to direct more of its budget and personnel towards influencing decision made in the chancellor's office in Long Beach, and place less emphasis on trying to influence the state Legislature in Sacramento.

In addition, Huff is seeking the resignation of the CSSA's Legislative Director Steve Glazer. Past actions and statements made by Glazer, Huff said, "have damaged CSSA's image with the Legislature."

The last major reform sought by Huff is that CSSA emphasize its involvement in non-educational issues. Two examples of this cited by Huff were the CSSA boycott of Holiday Inns and a $6,200 it spends on traveling expenses.

McFadden admitted the CSSA won't withdraw from the CSSA unless three basic changes are made.

"I don't think students pay me to go to a state-wide meeting to talk about a non-educational issue. When this takes away time from educational issues, it is wrong," Huff said.

These reforms, Huff said, will all serve to improve the CSSA's image with students, faculty, administration, and legislators if they are made. Huff said it would not be worth the ASI pay its annual $3,195 in dues to CSSA, or the $3,000 per year in traveling expenses required to attend the CSSA monthly meetings.

A decision on the reforms will not come until early November, but McFadden indicated there was a "very good chance" that agreement will be reached and Cal Poly will remain in the CSSA.

In matters other than the CSSA, debate between Huff and protests about the recent transfer of weights from the main gym's weight room to another facility in Mustang Stadium continued.

Many of the weight room's regular users consider this unfair, as it limits the variety and number of weights available for use at one time. The weights moved to Mustang Stadium are to be used by some weight training classes and by the football team.

In addition, the senate learned that there is a chance of independent candidate John Anderson coming to Cal Poly on Nov. 2. Anderson would speak in the main gym as an event sponsored by ASI Speaker's Forum.

Nuke plant accident 'unlikely'

BY RALPH THOMAS
Staff writer

The chances of an accident at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant that would threaten public safety are "one in a million," said a Pacific Gas & Electric company executive Wednesday night.

James D. Shiffer, manager of nuclear plant operations for PG and E, told a group of students and faculty in Science E-27 there's only one type of accident that would endanger the public—he called it a "loss of coolant accident." He added the "likelihood of such an accident is small.

Shiffer's talk was sponsored by the Cal Poly Electric Power Institute under the direction of engineering professor Dr. Saul Goldberg.

Shiffer said he feels the general public has a misconception of the details of nuclear plant accidents. Most people, he said, in accurately picture a nuclear accident as the ultimate disaster—a meltdown.

"I think it's time that people start looking at these accidents more realistically," said Shiffer.

He said he didn't know "who to blame" for the misconception, but did mention several factors involved, including the movie, The China Syndrome, and misinterpretations of a study on nuclear plant accidents—the Ramsen Report.

Shiffer said the nuclear industry needs to change the public's inaccurate ideals about accidents.

"It's very difficult to reassure people because of the highly technical information involved," said Shiffer.

He outlined, in fairly technical jargon, the systems being developed at the controversial Diablo Canyon plant. This involved slides and diagrams illustrating some of the radiation monitoring devices placed throughout the area.

One diagram showed an "early warning system" to be installed eventually by PG & E. The system consists of huge sirens strategically located throughout the plant—"Five Cities to Morro Bay."

Shiffer spoke confidently about the safety of nuclear power—specifically Diablo Canyon.

"There's a great deal of unwarranted fear about Diablo Canyon," Shiffer said to reporters after the presentation.

Nobel winner will speak forum

The 1975 Nobel prize recipient in Physics, will head a list of distinguished speakers during a forum on alternative energy systems Thursday, Oct. 16.

Dr. Arno A. Penzias, who received a Nobel Prize for his discoveries which gave credence to the Big Bang theory of the universe's origin, will be one of six speakers to speak on the subject "Energy: The Eighth and Beyond."

The forum is sponsored by the university's School of Engineering and Technology, and the campus chapters of students for Adequate Energy, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and the Society of Automotive Engineers. It will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Cal Poly Theatre.

Penzias will share the lectern with Dr. E.S. Davis, assistant manager, planning, assessment and integration for Pennsylvania Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Dr. Alexander J. Glass, assistant associate director of lasers, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory; Dr. Vladimir Haemol, a member of the chemical engineering department at University of Massachusetts; Dr. James L. Swenney, director of Energy Modeling Forum at Stanford and Dr. Edwin Zebroski.

Disk dynamo Jeff Williams deftly manipulates a precious piece of peripatetic plastic in the University Union plaza. The nimble-fingered fan of Frisbee flying demonstrated his art with digital dexterity before an admiring bleek of Poly pupils. Williams and two others in the U.U. favoring the flight of the flat platter are members of the Poly Frisbee Club.

State student chief tells ASI to stay
St. Helens erupts once more

VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP) — Mount St. Helens shot a plume of steam and ash 18,000 feet into the air on Thursday, officials said.

The plume, reported at 9:20 a.m., followed an earthquake recorded under the mountain at 9:01 a.m., said Steve Walker of the University of Washington geophysics center in Seattle.

The magnitude of the quake was not immediately determined.

The city plume was reported drifting to the west, said Jim Hurst of the state Department of Emergency Services.

Christmas ostrich sale ruled

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Humane Society of the United States has sent a telegram to Neuman Marcus protesting the department store's Christmas catalog, which advertises, "his and her" baby ostriches for $1,500.

Humane Society President John Hoyt said Wednesday the birds are endangered species are "not an appropriate gift.

The ostrich is not a living version of Sesame street's "Big Bird," nor should it be considered in the realm of consumer products.

These birds whose numbers are dwindling in the wild and who should not be used as giant feathered trinkets for people ill-equipped to raise them," Hoyt said.

Interstates need help

WASHINGTON (AP) — Four percent of the nation's interstate highways need such "major improvements" as road reconstruction, and more than 30,000 miles require minor improvements.

The Transportation Department said that only 7,600 miles of the nearly 40,000-mile system meet all federal standards.

The minor improvements include lighting, fencing and landscaping or as extensive repaving, Reilly said.

Reagan attacks EPA in speech

President Carter went public with his softer, more dovish policy on Ronald Reagan on Thursday, but President Carter declared, "It's too late," and insisted that his stance of holding on to the White House was fading.

Carter's rhetoric was milder as he begins his two-day Southern campaign swing in Tennessee, while Reagan continued to declare that "I am an environmentalist. I am for the Republican candidate and I am for the Environmental Protection Agency, which he said sometimes is considered an "unreasonable" and many times inconsiderate government agency to clean up the air.

Reagan also turned down an invitation by Tampa, Fla., television station for a "joint appearance" with Carter when both men are in Florida on Friday. Carter, he said, has "no other way" to present a "realistic" and "credible" plan, and that Reagan's plan is not only "rigid" and "dogmatic" and does not deal unless Anderson is included.

Carter's new, gentler campaign style was apparent as soon as he landed at Biltmore Field.

Present Absurd and industries to clean up air. But the most important thing they can do is talk reasonably, he declared.

In St. Louis, Reagan replied to requests that he clarify his position on clean air laws in light of an oil shortage. He would invite the coal industry to come and help write regulations.

But that stands for a clean environment, he said. "What I was talking about was the tendency on the part of the EPA to insist on unreasonable and at many times untried standards and impose them on industry even at the expense of productivity...

Laserium presents THE DOS EQUIS LASER EXPERIENCE

Featuring the most popular songs of Laserium's 10-Year History

Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity Presents LASERIUM

Tickets thru Univ. Box Office, Boo Boos Records, Cheap Thrills Records

Saturday, Oct. 11, 2-7 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 12, 2-7 p.m.

Monday, Oct. 13, 2-7 p.m.

No food, drinks or smoking
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Moscov has said it was re-training neutral forces. With the war in its 18th day, negotiators are sticking with diplomatic efforts. Iran said it planned to send a delegation to the United Nations to explain Iran's "just answer" to the U.N. Security Council.

President Sadad Hoss in- Iran, apparently seeking outside aid or new buyers, has offered en- joying to six countries—Turkey, Greece, India, Saudi Arabia, Russia and Italy. Western diplomatic sources said Damascus offered the United States and Iran. It was not clear if these actions were part of the U.S. effort to provide a "peaceful, just and lasting solution..." to the war.

"Another" in Baghdad for a conference on Middle East problems.

Stereo FM

Secretary General Chati of the Islamic Conference was to go to Tehran and Baghdad in a new ef- fort to promote settlement of the war. President Saddam Hussein of Iraq said Thursday the conference asked Zia to try to arrange a mediation effort. Secretary General Hussein said Zia was ready to travel to Baghdad to help achieve a settlement.

"Another" in Baghdad for a conference on Middle East problems.
Deaf man caught in judicial maze

By Mary Corbin

Gary Ryan, five-time U.S. banjo champ and leader of the group The Puddlecheeulers, grins widely to a large Poly crowd in the UI Plaza Thursday.

Deaf man caught in judicial maze

CHICAGO (AP)—For 15 years, Donald Lang has been trapped in a legal maze of courtroom, jail and psychiatric facilities.

Never in that time has he uttered a word to indicate he knows his future is at stake.

He can't.

A 35-year-old deaf man caught in judicial maze and a prostitute, but the case was dismissed in 1971 because of questions about his competency, because some witnesses were dead and some evidence had been lost.

Lang was released, and five months later, another prostitute was fatally stabbed.

He was convicted of murder in 1972, but the Illinois Appellate Court ruled in 1975 that he should have been retried because he could not have understood his defense.

Life Cycles series starts

Dr. Gene Ann Rubel, president of Amorexia Nervosa and Related Eating Disorders Inc. will speak about "Success and Salvation by Self Starvation".

New building design may cause illness

By Rasa Gustaitis

The subject of a book and a television movie, "Dummy," Lang has already waited most of his adult years, for lawyers, doctors and judges to decide about his life.

The tickets that were once dealt with manually are now going into a computer. Every unpaid parking ticket from Jan. 1, 1979 will or has already gone to notice is $10 fine, according to the alphabetical and numerical filing of a vehicle's license number, said Diaz.

The subject of a book and a television movie, "Dummy," Lang has already waited most of his adult years, for lawyers, doctors and judges to decide about his life.

Washington Plaza Thursday.

He's had some training since then, but Ken Fleck, another public defender, says, "We can't prepare a defense obviously. You've got a man here who most likely has no concept of what it means to be held for trial or what it means to be in prison."

We can't even communi cate that we're working on it Lang's defense, said another public defender. Don Paul. "He just waves us off. I'd like to be able to have five minutes to explain what we're doing for him. We don't even have 10 seconds."

The subject of a book and a television movie, "Dummy," Lang has already waited most of his adult years, for lawyers, doctors and judges to decide about his life.

The subject of a book and a television movie, "Dummy," Lang has already waited most of his adult years, for lawyers, doctors and judges to decide about his life.

It will save Cal Poly time and work because of the financial burden Proposition 13 brought about and the overload of paper work brought by non-payment of tickets, Cal Poly, as of Sept. 1, 1978, is handling the parking ticket problem instead of the county municipal court, sources said.

Its over the 14 day payment period and are yet to be sent out with a $10 fine, said Lee Diaz of the Cashier's Office.

The tickets that were once dealt with manually are now going into a computer. Every unpaid parking ticket from Jan. 1, 1979 will or has already gone to notice is $10 fine, according to the alphabetical and numerical filing of a vehicle's license number, said Diaz.
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**Monday Night Football at the bars conjures up images of a tightly packed sea of humanity with people shouting, cursing and spilling beer on one another.**

faultless decisions based on Aristotelian logic by ordering the Investigator a Budweiser and himself a Myer's rum and Coke.

The game was in its early stages and many of the ardent viewers were eager to indicate where their allegiances lay. Tampa Bay was playing Chicago and after the Bears recovered a fumble a group of supporters sitting nearest to the jumping up and down with excitement. A large and decidedly unsteady voice from the thirstier regions of the bar commanded that they "Shut the f--- down and shut the f--- up."

Free popcorn flowed in abundance, primarily down loose fitting shirts and on to the floor. My chauffeur continued to exercise faultless judgment in his selection of restorative spirits.

After 36 fluid ounces had been taken internally he wouldn't mind sharing his saucer-sized arm with the Investigator. He complied and began to regale the Investigator with inside tips on how the pros play football. For example, Monday Night Football at the bars conjures up images of a tightly packed sea of humanity with people shouting, cursing and spilling beer on one another, unconcernedly urinating on the legs of tables and people.

The only dog in sight was my chauffeur and he continued to exercise faultless judgment in his selection of restorative spirits.
Olson exhibit in UU Galerie

"Comparing in the name of art"

Maxine Olson's artistic eye in a camera lens. From this captive second, the California-born artist begin...
New Wavers Boycott

Punkers want Friday night at Graduate

BY MARY KIRWAN

They can be seen all over campus—in the rest rooms, tacked on bulletin boards and posted on hall walls—posters to unite Cal Poly's new wavers and punks into boycotting the Graduate's infamous New Wave Night.

The boycott, sponsored by an anonymous organization called Cal Poly Students Under the Influence of New Wave, seeks to move New Wave Night from Wednesday to Friday.

The poster claims the Graduate and KWZ, a co-sponsor of New Wave Night, discriminate against its patrons. New wavers and punks have "packed the Grad on Wednesdays for a year" and are "tired of sleeping through Thursday morning classes," the poster reads.

In a letter to the Mustang Daily, a member of the CPSUINW, who wishes to remain anonymous, wrote, "the time has come to shun the over-crowded confines of Wednesday night and put an end to this exploitation of our freedom of choice. Let the pseudo-punks in their O.P. shirts go Wednesday night. Go Friday!"

The boycott was planned to begin Oct. 1, but according to Graduate Manager Doug Kiley, "they (boycott supporters) blew it," and pogomg went on as usual.

A Graduate spokesman said this Wednesday's crowd was still unaffected by the boycott.

Kiley, who found out about the protest after he was handed a poster, expected the boycott to take place Wednesday, but said it didn't have a significant impact.

"We don't bend to trends ... when trends go out so do customers and so does the business," Kiley said.

Friday and Saturday nights, the most popular nights at the Graduate, have been successful for six years, catering to everybody's needs by playing rock, disco, country western, jazz and new wave, he said. If New Wave Night was rescheduled to Friday and the new wave trend succumbed to the same death that put disco in the tomb, regular customers would be lost, he said.

"When you need some notes at 3:00 a.m., you find out who your friends are."

When you need some notes at 3:00 a.m., you find out who your friends are.

You left the notes for chapter 6 in the library. A sure sign that tomorrow's test will be heavy with questions from chapter 6. Someone you know is about to get a phone call. He's not going to like it, but he's going to come through. When this is over, do something special for him. Tonight, let it be Löwenbräu.

Löwenbräu. Here's to good friends.
Mandolinist settles feud

Gibson returned the mandolin just in time for Monroe and his Bluegrass band to start their concert. And everyone was happy. "It was the best night of my life," said the musician. "And I even got to play the guitar!"

Monroe said the incident was just another reminder of the importance of taking care of your belongings. "You never know when you might need something," he said. "So always keep an eye on your stuff!"
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The perils of hunting for houses in Los Angeles

BY ELISA WILLIAMS

A "Tenant Parking Only" sign was the least threatening warning reporter Elisa Williams encountered in her maddening search for a house or apartment bursting in Los Angeles.

There's a place for you at Lockheed on the beautiful San Francisco Peninsula. Because imaginings like yours have been the guiding force of Lockheed since our beginning. Almost from the very first day, people who were involved in such diverse areas as ocean systems, space systems, energy systems and environmental systems, remotely piloted vehicles, and information systems.

We're located in one of the most beautiful areas in the nation - Sunnyvale, California, where year-round pleasant weather, great outdoor activities, and the cosmopolitan lifestyle of San Francisco and San Jose are just short drives away. The benefits are great, the career growth opportunities are even greater. Sound interesting? If so, then investigate the exciting opportunities available now for COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING GRADUATES (Aeronautical, Electrical & Mechanical).
Polysurge
by Cuesta

BY VERN AHERNEDES

Six goals in the final minutes of the fourth quarter powered the Cal Poly men's volleyball team to an emotional come-from-behind victory over visiting Cuesta College.

Bernie Birnbaum drilled in two goals within twenty seconds lifting Poly to a 15-13 triumph. Poly has won five of its last seven starts to climb up to the .500 mark with a 5-5 record.

The Mustangs went on a late four-goal scoring spree to rally from a 12-10 deficit with 2:15 left to pull the game out of the fire. Poly rolled off four unanswered points in one minute to claim a 15-12 lead with thirty seconds left.

Birnbaum meshed in his clutch goals from the hole position with a 10-foot turnaround move to break a 12-12 dead lock and then he netted an eight-footer to give Poly its winning margin.

Steve Wright led the Mustang scoring with five and Birnbaum netted three, Ron Hensel two, and Steve Noll, B.J. Cohen, Bryan Bhung, Jamie Tull and Billy Caldwell all added one tally each.

Water polo coach Russell Halferkamp considered the victory as the first step towards the California Collegiate Athletic Association (CCAA) championship program.

"We gave up four garbage goals," he said, "I consider this team like an athlete that is getting in shape for one race. Our one race is the CCAA tournament and we still have to trim off a little extra fat."

Wright and goalies Rob Marohn and Steve Rigler turned in defenseve gems of the game. With 1:20 left in the game, Wright seemed to climb a ladder right out of the pool to intercept a pass near the Poly goal. Wright unloaded the ball back to Birnbaum, which led to Poly's 14th goal.

Marohn collected six saves, including four in the second quarter. Rigler racked up three saves.

The Mustangs lock horns with Ohlone College in the Cal Poly pool Saturday mornings at 10.

Cal Poly scored six goals in the fourth quarter to upset the Cuesta College water polo team, 15-13. The win evens Poly's record to 5-5. Cal Poly's Steve Noll broke free of his Cuesta defenders to net this shot in the second quarter which kept the Mustangs within striking distance and set up the rally.

Soccer faces .500

Cal Poly SLO will try to climb over the .500 mark tonight at 7:30 when coach Wolfgang Gartner's Mustangs host Westmont College in a non-conference soccer game in Mustang Stadium.

"The game against Westmont," said assistant coach Terry Mott, "will be one of the toughest games we'll have to play all year."

Mott cited the Warriors' 2-1 victory over Santa Clara Sept. 24 as proof of that. Santa Clara is considered one of the best teams in the state, Mott pointed out.

Fun entry deadline set

A five- and ten-kilometer run has a 5:30 a.m. deadline for Oct. 25 by the San Luis Obispo Telegraph-Tribune and Cal Poly.

The run will start at Cal Poly's Poly Grove and will cover the perimeter of the Cal Poly campus. The registration fee of $6 will benefit the Cal Poly men's and women's track and cross-country programs.

The entry form should be returned to the Telegraph-Tribune, 1321 Johnson Ave., by Oct. 20.

Howard named

SAN DIEGO (AP) -- Frank Howard has been named as the new manager of the San Diego Padres, replacing Jerry Coleman at the helm of the last-place finishers this year in the National League West.

Howard, 44, has been a coach with Milwaukee for the past four years after managing the Brewers' Spokane farm club of the Pacific Coast League in 1976, his only previous managing job.

Coleman was fired over the weekend and will return to the Padres' broadcasting booth, from where he came when he was a surprise choice to succeed Roger Craig as San Diego's manager almost exactly one year ago.
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Howard, 44, has been a coach with Milwaukee for the past four years after managing the Brewers' Spokane farm club of the Pacific Coast League in 1976, his only previous managing job.

Coleman was fired over the weekend and will return to the Padres' broadcasting booth, from where he came when he was a surprise choice to succeed Roger Craig as San Diego's manager almost exactly one year ago.

CIVIL ENGINEERING

OPENINGS—OPPORTUNITIES

Department of the Navy, Division of Civil Engineering is accepting applications for Engineer's openings beginning in June 1981.

Additionally, College Junior can apply and be successful if determined to be physically qualified for up to 600's watch station during senior year.

Training program consists of 12 weeks including human resource management, public works, contract administration and construction operations.

Male/Females in an accredited engineering program leading to a degree in civil, mechanical, electrical, architectural, construction or ocean engineering. US Citizenship/USN required.

Expiring salary benefits package includes US and overseas assignments with paid relocation.

Sign up for an interview at the placement office. We will be interviewing on campus Oct. 14 and 15 in SCIENCE Rm. 225. Stop by and see us between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cal Poly women's volleyball rallies past Fresno
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The Cal Poly women's volleyball team needed five games to dispose of visiting Fresno State. Down two games to one, Cal Poly rallied to win the final two games and clinch the match. When the game was on the line, Cal Poly looked to spiker Sandy Aughinbaugh (above left) to overpower the Fresno State front line. Pressure defense by Christine Collett, left, and Aughinbaugh (top) kept Fresno State off balance. Collett went to the floor (above) to dig out this Fresno State spike as defensive mobility sparked the Mustang comeback.

The Mustangs (left) depended on defensive stands to turn the game around (from left) Marie Lundie, Aughinbaugh, Nancy Tresselt, Collett, and Tina Taylor prepared to force a side out on a Fresno State serve.
Mustangs drop Fresno

BY BRIAN MILLER

Mike Wilson may have taken his blood pressure when he heard the Mustangs' schedule for the season include Cal Poly. At least he wouldn't have to clip his fingernails while waiting for the 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8... Cal Poly stack to look in the clutch.

Though the Mustangs at times played like the polished team one would expect from being, Cal Poly may have proven that was not the case. Three times were put down with a sneaky onslaught by Randy Aughinbaugh, who had no trouble finding the board.

It's all even in the race for the best overall record in the CCAA football season, as Cal Poly and Pomona both ended the regular season 2-0. The Mustangs got away with a 30-14 triumph over Cal Poly last Saturday at Pomona. For the first time in the history of the Mustangs, they have no in the first game. Cal Poly ran off to unanswered points before Pomona's three teams traded points until the Mustangs finally won 16-12.

In the second game Cal Poly jumped off to a 5-1 lead before the Mustangs, which caught them 6-6 behind 67-3, were able to make a comeback. Pomona jumped ahead 6-6 and at that point the teams were equal, each team that brought the crowd of approximately 2,000 to their feet. The Bulldogs won in exchange for a 6-6 tie and the Mustangs slotted in their favor. They continued to catch the Mustangs at the 10, and pulled ahead until 1-2 lead before the Mustangs came too little too late.

In the third game the Mustangs were ahead at 54, 6-6, and 10-8. Cal Poly, however, was too much for the Mustangs for the third time this year. The Mustangs pulled ahead 14-14, but could not take the match from the Bulldogs until 131 lead before the Mustangs came too little too late.

ATTENTION

Football setbacks knot league in deadlock

Cal Play's own version of super-sub and Aggen Seaton was back briefly. Semton had been the Mustangs' power hitter until the suffered a hyperextended elbow in the San Diego tournament. Now she will shadow Aughinbaugh, who proved that she was good enough to look in the clutch.

Though the older is not a glorious position to terms of running and grabbing the other team is the glue that holds the team together. She was awesome on defense, teaming up with Sherm Walker and Chris Ottelette to reject Bulldog kills on the front line, and making heads-up calls on balls that were inches out of bounds.

The Mustangs gave away a win in the record books, but their league on offense have to disagree if they are to challenge Cal State Northridge and U.C. Santa Barbara in the S.C.A. The won the overall record at 15-4, 8-2 in match play. They started to improve this conference record at 2-0, this being a non-conference match.

Will Paul Westphal's scoring mean more to Seattle than Dennis Johnson's defense and rebounding will mean to Phoenix? Will the blockbuster swap of all star guards strengthen either team enough to enable them to knock off the powerful Los Angeles Lakers?

Or will the Lakers, with Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Magic Johnson, and a talented, versatile cast, become the first team to successfully de- fend its National Basketball Association title since 1978?

When thundershadowy candidate to be 30 next month. But Westphal had grown disenchantment in the San Diego tournament. Now the Mustangs must look to Aughinbaugh, who the Mustangs must look to in the clutch.

The groundbreaking will mean to

Check the placement office for details
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We're excited about our future ... join us!

We'll be on campus to talk with you the week of:

October 22nd and 23rd

Check the placement office for details
Opinion

Recycle it!

Just think, the newspaper you're reading right now is worth about two branches and a couple of twigs. In trees, that is. Toss that Mustang Daily into a Recycle Daily box and you've done yourself, humanity, and a forest up in Washington a big favor.

The Ecology Action Club is responsible for those chained crates we see all over campus. It started the recycling program two years ago through student initiative and concern.

If you throw this Mustang Daily into a Recycle Daily box you'll be converting trash into some valuable help. A drive through the forests of Oregon and Washington tells the story. Groves of tall, stately evergreens are axed in excessive amounts to feed the paper mills along rivers and next to oceans. In order to slow that deforestation, newspapers must be recycled.

Recycling not only saves trees, it saves energy. The fewer the trees that fall means the less gas needed to transport those logs, less oil to start up those sawmills and few trucks to carry those rolls of newspaper away.

At $4.40 a metric ton it takes 14 metric tons to make thirty large rolls of newspaper to produce about 60 eight-page Mustang Daily's and "we're buying the cheapest stuff on the market," said Publications Manager Lou Correa.

The newspaper you're reading weighs about three ounces, and if each newspaper you read this week gets recycled—we put out four—you have amassed about 160 ounces of recycled newspapers. That figure climbs to four pounds, and in a school year it soars to about 36 pounds of saved recyclable newspapers.

It all adds up. Thirty six pounds of saved Mustang Daily's will mean you've saved a ten foot tree and the forests up north will start looking better because of your concern.

The Daily appreciates the efforts of the Ecology Action Club. Right now they're collecting about one ton of newspapers each month. Their 1980-81 goal is to collect 1/2 ton each month, according to member Kate Brovansky. Soon they hope to expand their recycling efforts to include aluminum and glass collection on campus, something that's never been done at Cal Poly.

At the Mustang Daily we wish the Ecology Action Club well in its ongoing campaign which enables Cal Poly students to express their concern about their environment.

The Ecology Action Club has never received ASI funds for its past projects, but we hope it will in the future. We believe the club's programs—like cleaning up the roadside along Port San Luis and untrashing San Luis Creek over by the high school—are worthwhile projects and deserving of ASI funds.

By the way, the Ecology Action Club is recruiting new members. Anyone interested can attend the weekly meeting at 11 a.m. Tuesdays in Room 201 of the Science North Building.

Letters

Anti-nuke letter was 'way off'

Editor:

Every student on this campus ought to be outraged by Steve Jones' letter (10-7). I for one am personally appalled and offended. He states that the paper must not be allowed to print any information which is positive or enlightening on nuclear power, that to print the other side of the story would cause "separation" between students. I guess Mr. Jones must also be woefully uninformed thinking that there is a majority opinion on the matter of nuclear power, but even if there was, it's appallingly naive to suggest that "educated" student would have the unmitigated gall to suggest that minority opinion must be expressed on campus.

The minority, according to Jones, must be suppressed at all costs. Anti-nukes cry loud and long for freedom of speech, so long that it is, they are the only ones to partake of that freedom.

Let me explain to what extent the anti-nukes will go to suppress knowledge of nuclear power. As a member of Students for Adequate Energy (SAFE), a Cal Poly club, I was posting handbills around campus concerning our next meeting wherein the subject of nuclear waste was to be discussed. A gentleman and I, and the term loosely, approached me and demanded why we bothered to continue to propagandize against nuclear power (and I assume he meant some group of anti-nukes) are just taking them down as fast as you put them up! What unbelievable nerve these anti-nukes have, to think it their right and privilege to censor any individual or group who doesn't concur with their particular ideology.

In that the Editors page is generally filled with the paper's obvious anti-nuclear bias, I find it refreshing for once to see the other side of the story printed.

Unlike Mr. Jones, I do not condemn those of different opinion. Given the real facts of the energy picture, I have found that many recognize the need and accompanying safety of nuclear power. Many people have been greatly misled by the unscrupulous harrassing of anti-nuclear propagandists. It is the responsibility of the media to convey both sides of any story and to remain an open forum to all. To buckle under to the harassment of any fanatic demanding censorship would be the greatest disservice ever.

Just as with Hitler, lies told long enough and loud enough by anti-nukes are having its effect. To take away the right of freedom of speech to answer these lies and distortions is an affront to all freedom loving people everywhere.

Steven R. Margolis
Pres. Students for Adequate Energy